CHOCOLATE DROPS & CHUNKS
Dawn offers a complete assortment of chocolate and compound drops and chunks
made with quality ingredients and perfect for your everyday baking needs!
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CHOCOLATE DROPS AND CHUNKS

TYPES OF CHOCOLATE DROPS AND CHUNKS

MILK CHOCOLATE

SEMI-SWEET CHOCOLATE

Milk chocolate is softer in texture and generally sweeter and

Also known as dark chocolate, semi-sweet chocolate

less bitter than dark chocolate. Made with sugar, cocoa butter,

is made with sugar, cocoa liquor and cocoa butter.

whole milk powder and cocoa liquor, this chocolate melts more

Dark chocolate has a deep and intense flavor and

easily than darker chocolates because of the added dairy. This

appearance. This makes it an ideal application for

chocolate is ideal for baked goods when a sweeter chocolate

baked goods or as a decorative topping when a

taste is preferred.

complex, slightly bitter flavor is desired.

WHITE CHOCOLATE

COMPOUND

White chocolate is made with sugar, cocoa butter,

Compound is made with vegetable oil in place of cocoa butter, making

and whole milk powder. Due to the low amounts

it a more economical option for bakers. Compound drops and chunks

of cocoa butter, this chocolate is very sweet and

work well in cookies, bars, and muffins because they hold their shape

creamy. White chocolate is a great addition to

while baking. Compound drops can also be melted for dipping fruits

baked goods for extra sweetness and provides an

and baked goods and do not need to be tempered; setting up

aesthetical contrast in color.

immediately without leaving any streaks.
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CHOCOLATE DROPS AND CHUNKS

SIZES OF CHOCOLATE DROPS & CHUNKS
1M DROP
Largest in size, and the most popular size for baking, 1M drops will
become your preferred baking chocolate when chocolate intensity
is desired in your baked goods. 1M drops are most often used in
cookies, cakes, and brownies.

2M DROP
2M drops are slightly smaller and lighter than 1M drops and
allow for even chocolate dispersion in a variety of popular baked
applications, such as cookies and brownies. They are also a popular
size for decorative toppings.

4M DROP
The 4M drop is perfect for baking in quick breads and cheesecakes,
as they suspend well in batters and do not sink to the bottom.
Also popular as toppings for donuts, chocolate truffles, sundaes
or frozen yogurt applications and can be used in a wide variety
of decadent desserts.

10M DROP
This versatile mini-sized drop can be used as an inclusion, decoration or
topping. The 10M drop is most commonly used as a topping for all types
of desserts such as cupcakes, donuts, and specialty drinks. For baked
goods, it’s recommended to use these drops in recipes that only require
a short baking time to prevent over-melting. Add these mini chocolate
drops to your baked goods for taste, texture and creativity.

CHUNKS
Chocolate chunks are perfect for baked goods that require a strong
chocolate presence. They work well in bakery items that require
longer baking times due to their larger size. Chunks are primarily
used for baking in cookies, brownies, and dessert bars.
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CHOCOLATE
MUFFINS
INGREDIENTS
• 00373886 – 5 lbs Dawn Exceptional Premium Chocolate Creme Cake Base
• 02504753 – 1 lb Bakery Essentials Semisweet Chocolate Chunk
• 02505272 – Bakery Essentials Semisweet Chocolate 10M Drop

DIRECTIONS
1. P repare Dawn Exceptional Premium Chocolate Creme Cake Base according to
bag directions. Add chocolate chunks and mix for 30 seconds on low speed
to combine. Scale 5 oz batter per muffin into lined muffin baking sheet and bake.
2. Finish with a sprinkle of chocolate drops. Melt additional chocolate and
drizzle top of each muffin.

CHOCOLATE PORTFOLIO
Pack Size

Artificial/
Natural

Size

BAKERY ESSENTIALS SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 10M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

10M

BAKERY ESSENTIALS SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 4M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

4M

02504779

BAKERY ESSENTIALS SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 2M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

2M

02504761

BAKERY ESSENTIALS SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 1M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

1M

02504943

BAKERY ESSENTIALS NATURAL VANILLA SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 4M DROP 25#

25#

Natural

4M

02504901

BAKERY ESSENTIALS NATURAL VANILLA SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE 1M DROP 25#

25#

Natural

1M

Milk

02505040

BAKERY ESSENTIALS MILK CHOCOLATE 1M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

1M

White

02504951

BAKERY ESSENTIALS WHITE CHOCOLATE 1M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

1M

02505082

BAKERY ESSENTIALS DARK CHOCOLATE COMPOUND 4M DROP 25#

25#

Artificial

4M

02493146

BARRY CALLEBAUT DARK CHOCOLATE COMPOUND 1M DROP 50#

50#

Artificial

1M

Dark

02504753

BAKERY ESSENTIALS SEMISWEET CHOCOLATE CHUNK 25#

25#

Artificial

Irregular

Milk

01307348

BARRY CALLEBAUT ULTIMATE MILK CHOCOLATE 600CT CHUNK 30#

30#

Artificial

600CT

White

00515009

BARRY CALLEBAUT ULTIMATE WHITE CHOCOLATE 600CT CHUNK 30#

30#

Artificial

600CT

Category

Item #

Description

02505272
02504894

Drops

Dark

Compound
Chunks

Don’t see the exact product you are looking for on this list? Please reach out to your Dawn Sales Rep for additional support.

The Bakery Essentials® portfolio is designed to provide you with a comprehensive range
of baking ingredients and supplies, making Dawn your one-stop-shop for all your bakery
needs. You can count on Dawn to identify quality products from a trusted source to
enable your bakery success.

HAVE QUESTIONS OR WANT MORE INSPIRATION?
Contact us at 1.800.292.1362 or visit DAWNFOODS.COM

